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Executive Summary

The CoherentPaaS project intends for the integration of a diversity of SQL engines as
well as no-SQL data stores in a single cloud PaaS. All these systems will be programmed
by using a cloud multi-datastore query language (CloudMdsQL) under a uniform
paradigm, and a scalable transactional management system will provide holistic
coherence across data stores. This deliverable analyzes the current state-of-the-art of
the three data stores (graph database, key-value and document) with respect to the
requirements of this project, and then, for each data store, it identifies and proposes the
changes required to adapt it to a cloud PaaS.
In particular, the no-SQL data stores that will be integrated into CoherentPaaS are a
document cloud data store, a key-value cloud data store and a cloud graph database. For
all of these it will be necessary to extent their functionality to enable their integration
into the holistic transactional management system and the cloud multi-datastore query
engine (CloudMdsQE), and to extend them with distribution for scalability.
For the document cloud data store, the MongoDB open source cloud document data
store will be extended with the necessary support for the holistic transactional
processing, such as multi-versioning, and the other functionalities and APIs required by
the holistic transactional processing. MongoDB is a free, open-source, documentoriented database that is commonly used by a variety of different application providers.
It stores data as documents, in JSON-style format with dynamic schemas, providing tools
for easy access, supporting a variety of popular programming languages (i.e. Java,
Python) through the use of common drivers. Documents are stored in collections. An
application provider can simply access/store documents in MongoDB with get/put
operations, while being also able to access an entire set of data items via predicate
evaluation using its query engine which supports almost all traditional operations of a
common relational database.
The key-value data store will be designed and implemented from scratch. CoherentPaaS
will innovate in the web scale key-value (WSKV) architecture by adopting an efficient
and lightweight approach in which the key-value data store will manage directly the
storage device without traversing the traditional I/O path (including among others the
filesystem and kernel of the operating system). This will enable to exploit emerging fast
persistent technologies, such as SSDs and to interface with the CoherentPaaS
transactional programming model. The design of WSKV replaces the back-end of
HBASE, without requiring any changes to the clients. HBase is an open source, NoSQL
distributed database modeled after Google's BigTable and is written in Java. It runs on
top of HDFS (Hadoop Distributed Filesystem) and supports a lightweight schema which
follows the columnar approach.
The graph database is Sparksee (formerly DEX), a centralized graph management
system developed by Sparsity Technologies. The graph storage is defined and
implemented using a combination of several specialized structures (bitmaps or
collections of object identifiers, and maps or B+trees) that allow for an efficient
management of very large graphs. The Sparksee core engine is written in C++ and
graphs are managed and queried through an API in Java, C++ or .NET. Sparksee also
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provides a simple transactional management with shared-exclusive locking and
recovery. While Sparksee does not support multi-versioning and it is not still
distributed, it currently provides some high availability features such as synchronization
of replicas in a master-slave architecture.
In general, the three no-SQL data stores face almost the same challenges for the
CoherentPaaS project, and the multi-versioning requirement will be the most important
change into the current and future implementations. Thus, all the data stores have a
strong use of indexes (trees) that will have to contain timestamped keys, and this
implies an important change in the way they are managing and querying data. Also, the
three stores solve queries directly over these indexes, and the holistic transactional
management will require different data areas for local updates. Moreover, the garbage
collector of outdated objects is an important challenge that is going to be solved with
different approaches such as lazy collectors or specific outdated data areas.
Related to transactions are the recovery capabilities. While each solution has a specific
recovery mechanism based on its own journaling or logging mechanism to store the
transaction modifications, the holistic transactional management in CoherentPaaS
requires the ability to recover from writesets.
Also, concurrency control is another important change for CoherentPaaS: two of the data
stores have a simple shared-exclusive synchronization mechanism that is not
compatible with the concurrency requirements of the project.
Instead, the programming interfaces are not an important concern, because all the data
stores have API that are already provided by scripting languages or can be easily
adapted to a scripting language or to a simple declarative language compiled in runtime.
Also, metadata and statistics for query resolution as well as logging are supported by the
three data stores and it will require only some re-engineering to adapt them to the
CoherentPaaS requirements.
Finally, while the scalability requirement for a cloud PaaS is well supported for two of
the existing technologies (document and key-value), it is going to be an important
challenge for the graph database because it has a centralized architecture that has to be
distributed to adapt to this requirement.
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Introduction

The CoherentPaaS project intends for the integration of a diversity of SQL engines as
well as no-SQL data stores in a single cloud PaaS. All these systems will be programmed
by using a Common Query language under a uniform paradigm, and a scalable
transactional management system will provide holistic coherence across data stores.
In particular, the no-SQL data stores that will be integrated into CoherentPaaS are a
document cloud data store, a key-value cloud data store and a cloud graph database. For
all of these it will be necessary to extent their functionality to enable their integration
into the holistic transactional management system and the cloud multi-datastore query
engine, and to extend them with distribution for scalability.
For the document cloud data store, the MongoDB open source cloud document data
store will be extended with the necessary support for the holistic transactional
processing, such as multi-versioning, and the other functionalities and APIs required by
the holistic transactional processing.
The key-value data store will be designed and implemented from scratch. CoherentPaaS
will innovate in the key-value architecture by adopting an efficient and lightweight
approach in which the key-value data store will manage directly the storage device
without traversing the traditional I/O path (including among others the filesystem and
kernel of the operating system). This will enable to exploit emerging fast persistent
technologies, such as SSDs and to interface with the CoherentPaaS transactional
programming model.
The cloud graph database is Sparksee (formerly Sparksee), a centralized graph database
developed by Sparsity Technologies. The new graph database will be distributed to
enable its scalability and extended with multi-versioning so it can be integrated into
CoherentPaaS. It will also be extended with a query language that it currently lacks, so
this query language can later be used as part of the cloud multi-datastore query
language and invoked from the cloud multi-datastore query engine.
This deliverable analyzes first the current state-of-the-art of the three data stores (graph
database, key-value and document) with respect to the requirements of this project.
Then, for each data store, it identifies and proposes the changes required to adapt it to
CoherentPaaS and enumerates the different statistics or schema elements than can be
used by the query engine to optimize and solve efficiently the queries.
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Document Database: MongoDB

MongoDB [1] is a free, open-source, document-oriented database that is commonly used
by a variety of different application providers. It stores data as documents, in JSON-style
format with dynamic schemas, providing tools for easy access, supporting a variety of
popular programming languages (i.e. Java, Python) through the use of common drivers.
Documents are stored in collections. An application provider can simply access/store
documents in MongoDB with get/put operations, while being also able to access an
entire set of data items via predicate evaluation using its query engine which supports
almost all traditional operations of a common relational database. MongoDB can support
referenced data items with the use of sub-documents: a document-oriented data item
can include internally other documents, thus implementing the relational notion of
foreign keys. Write operations are atomic on a per-document or per-collection basis.
This means that a single operation that modifies multiple documents is not atomic.
However, it ensures atomicity when modifying sub-documents within the same parent
element. MongoDB also provides replication in order to achieve high availability, while
also distributing documents into different clusters in order to support automatic
sharding. The latter, combined with the load balancing features can be used for
horizontal scalability.
The rest of this section describes key features that are being supported by MongoDB and
are relevant with the CoherentPaaS objectives, it analyzes the overall requirements of
CoherentPaaS and how they are addressed by MongoDB’s the state of the art
implementations and describes the major design changes required by the data-store to
be fully integrated with the platform. The programming interfaces are stated from a
bird’s eye view perspective and some additional issues regarding possible analytics
consumed by the cloud multi-datastore query engine and tracing information exposed to
the X-Ray monitoring are described.

3.1. State of the Art
3.1.1. Query Processing
MongoDB supports all CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) operations typically offered
by traditional relational databases, and permits the use of predicates while submitting
queries. It supports selections and projections of the selected data, update operations,
and aggregation functionalities. All data items are stored in the form of documents, in a
JSON-style format, into specific collections. A collection is a group of related documents
that have a set of shared common indexes. Collections are analogous to a table in
relational databases, however they are schema-less and do not enforce a specific
collection structure. This allows the application developer to update the data model of
its application, by including additional fields while maintaining backtrack compatibility.
Moreover, referenced data can be stored either by including explicitly an additional field
with a direct reference, resembling to the relational foreign keys, or by the use of
embedded documents. Both approaches are shown below. It is worth to mention though
that MongoDB does not enforce integrity constraints. There is no possibility for joined
queries between different collections. An application developer has to use
denormalization techniques instead.
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Figure 1: Explicit use of references

Figure 2: Use of embedded documents

The MongoDB query engine supports comparison query selectors that can
 match values that are greater than the value specified in the query
 match values that are equal to or greater than the value specified in the query
 match any of the values that exist in an array specified in the query
 match values that are less than the value specified in the query
 match values that are less than or equal to the value specified in the query
 match all values that are not equal to the value specified in the query
 match values that do not exist in an array specified to the query
It also supports traditional logical operations that
 joins query clauses with a logical OR returns all documents that match the
conditions of either clause
 joins query clauses with a logical AND returns all documents that match the
conditions of both clauses
 inverts the effect of a query expression and returns documents that do not match
the query expression
 joins query clauses with a logical NOR returns all documents that fail to match
both clauses
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It can also select documents by checking whether or not a field is of a specific type and
perform evaluations based on regular expressions or a custom JavaScript. Arrays can be
also used in the predicates while there is the capability of using geospatial operators as
well. Moreover, the use of projection operators allows limiting the number of element
from the returned dataset, just as in the traditional relational algebra.
Regarding the write operations, MongoDB supports insertions, updates and deletes. An
insert operation simply inserts a new data item, in the form of a document to a specific
collection. Every newly created data item gets an auto-generated unique identifier and a
timestamp. A delete operation removes documents from a specific collection while an
update operation updates specific fields from a document, or replaces completely the
document. If multiple documents are affected by the same operation, it is worth to mention
that atomicity is ensured only within single documents (and their embedded
subdocuments). For the update and delete operations, there is the possibility to specify
criteria or conditions that follow the same rules of the selections. The update operations
can modify documents by
 incrementing the value of the field by the specified amount
 renaming a field
 setting the value of a field in an existing document
 removing the specified field from an existing document
 adding elements to an existing array only if they do not already exist in the set
 removing the first or last item of an array
 removing all matching values from an array
 removing items from an array that match a query statement
 adding new items to an array
Aggregation operations are also supported by the MongoDB query engine. Group by
operations are allowed under no or specific constraints (resembling to the relational
‘having’ operation) that can sort the result dataset and return a limited number of
documents. Count and distinct functionalities are also supported. Regarding data
grouped by specific fields, MongoDB operations can get
 the first value in the group
 the last value in the group
 the highest value in the group
 the lowest value in the group
 an average of all the values in the group
 an array of all values for the selected field among for each document in the group
 the sum of all the values in the group
MongoDB also supports arithmetic operations for adding, subtracting, multiplying and
dividing numbers, and it provides common string operations like concatenation and
comparison, date and conditional operations.
From the above, it can be concluded that the powerful MongoDB query engine can
perform almost all traditional operations that are widely used in relational databases,
except for joining different collections. In case that an application developer needs the
traditional join functionality, then he must use a custom implementation. The additional
existence of cursors pointing to the return documents makes possible to iterate through
each one of them, allowing the implementation of further functionalities, something
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similar to the well-known concept of stored procedures, commonly used in the
relational databases.

3.1.2. Transactional Management
Most NoSQL databases often relax the level of support of the traditional ACID properties,
in order to achieve better performance, higher availability and more flexibility in
storage. However, MongoDB does provide some basic transactional capabilities though.
Atomicity is provided at the level of a single document. This means that a transaction
that affects multiple documents in the same collection (i.e. a massive update based on a
predicate criteria) is not atomic. Transactions that perform multiple write operations on
documents that are stored in different collections (i.e. the placement of an order in an ecommerce application) are also non-atomic. However, operations that perform multiple
updates to subdocuments that are all included into the same parent -document, are
atomic.
MongoDB uses a read-write lock that allows concurrent read access to a database but
gives exclusive access to a single write operation. When a read lock exists, many read
operations may use this lock. However, when a write lock exists, a single write operation
holds the lock exclusively, and no other read or write may share the lock.
[2] provides the definition of 1-copy-snapshot-isolation consistency, which ensure that
all transactions performing operations in a replicated database, will produce the same
result in each replica as if they were performing serially. MongoDB only provides
eventual consistency when replication is used. In a replicated set, one server will be the
primary one, and the others will be the secondaries. Every time, only the primary node
is receiving write operations, and then MongoDB guarantees that the changes will be
flushed to the secondaries eventually. Regarding the read operations, an application
provider must choose between readings explicitly from the primary node, or distribute
the traffic in all nodes, but sacrificing the level of consistency.
Isolation is supported only in single documents by default. Updates on multiple
documents will allow other operations to interleave with these updates resulting in a
loss of isolation. If these interleaved operations contain writes, the update operation
may produce unexpected results. Moreover, the concurrency control is similar to the
transaction auto-commits used in the relational databases. Every performed operation is
immediately visible to other concurrent transactions.
Regarding the durability of a transaction, MongoDB uses a write-ahead-log, called
‘journal’ where every operation is logged. The journal is committed every 100
milliseconds by default, with the ability for the user to change this parameter. This
means that in the event of a system crashing, changes to the database that have not been
reported to the journal since the latest commit will be lost. However, there is the
provision for preventing a transaction to commit until the journal is flushed to the
database and the latter is fully synchronized. However, this implies a tradeoff for the
latency of transactions that will be delayed till the log is flushed.
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3.1.3. Multi-versioning
MongoDB does not support multi-versioning. As a result MongoDB does not have any
special mechanism for storing different versions of a data item and monitor its state
transitions within a certain period. It only marks the document with a creation date
timestamp, as part of its objectID. The objectID is unique identified for each document
and is auto-generated on every insert. It is a 12-bytes BSON, whose first 4 bytes
represent the seconds since unix epoch. The objectID must be kept non editable, as
being served as the primary key of the collection.

3.1.4. Transaction Recovery
As mention before, there is no provision for transaction recovery, as MongoDB does not
provide Isolation semantics when accessing multiple documents. The application
developer can implement his own transactional management mechanism using a two
phase commit approach and MongoDB guarantees for atomic operations at document
level, however, the project’s intention is to implement its own transactional
management based on snapshot isolation.

3.1.5. Crash Recovery
3.1.5.1. Replication in MongoDB

A replica set is a group of MongoDB instances that host the same data set. One MongoDB
instance, the primary, receives all write operations. All other instances, named
secondaries, apply operations from the primary so that they have the same data set.
The primary accepts all write operations from clients. Replica sets can have one and
only one primary at any given moment.
The secondaries replicate the primary operations log and apply the operations to their
data sets. Secondaries data sets reflect the primary data set. If the primary is
unavailable, the replica set will elect a secondary to be primary. By default, clients read
from the primary; however, clients can specify a read preference to send read
operations to secondaries.

Figure 3: Default routing

Secondaries apply operations from the primary asynchronously. By applying operations
after the primary, replica sets can continue to function without some members.
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However, as a result, secondaries may not return the most current data to clients, thus
sacrificing consistency. When a primary does not communicate with the other members
of the replica set for more than 10 seconds, the replica set will attempt to select another
member to become the new primary. The first secondary that receives a majority of the
votes becomes primary.

Figure 4: Election of a new primary

3.1.5.2. Journaling in MongoDB

MongoDB uses write ahead logging to an on-disk journal to guarantee write operation
durability and to provide crash resiliency. Before applying a change to the data files,
MongoDB writes the change operation to the journal. On a restart after a crash,
MongoDB replays all journal files located in the journal directory before the server
becomes available.If MongoDB terminate or encounter an error before writing the
changes from the journal to the data files, then MongoDB can re-apply the write
operation and maintain a consistent state.

3.2. Requirements for CoherentPaaS
The integration of MongoDB into the CoherentPaaS platform raises specific
requirements from the data store. A wrapper will be the middleware between MongoDB
and CoherentPaaS, and will implement all requirements as described in this section. No
changes/extensions will be implemented in the original MongoDB data store, which will
be used “as it is”, and any necessary functionalities will be provided by the additional
components that will be developed in this project.

3.2.1. Transactional Management
MongoDB sacrifices the level of fulfillment of the ACID-type properties in order to
achieve better performance. However, CoherentPaaS requires fully transactional
semantics so that the application developer does not have to manually support ACID-ity.
Moreover, as CoherentPaaS integrates a variety of different data stores into the same
platform and transactions may require not only updates on different collections within
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the MongoDB data store, but also update operations on different data stores within the
same transaction. Data coherence is required at holistic level. CoherentPaaS provides a
common transactional API that enables holistic transactional management in order to
orchestrate transactions across data management technologies transparently.
MongoDB must invoke the holistic transactional API when it receives a transaction’s
operation for the first time after its initialization, in order to obtain its unique
transaction identifier (TID), along with a start timestamp of the transaction. This
timestamp must be used for reading the appropriate version of a data item, upon read
operations. It must also store the write sets of each transaction, along with the
transaction’s TID privately, so that it ensures that each transaction reads “its own
writes” and does not interfere with other transactions’ pending updates. The holistic
transactional manager of the CoherentPaaS is able to detect write-write conflicts
between concurrent transactions on the fly. It follows a first-updater-wins approach.
When a transaction performs an update operation on MongoDB’s data store, MongoDB
must check for conflict detection, sending an asynchronous call to the Transational API.
A unique identifier of each item that is being checked for conflict must be provided. This
identifier will include the datastore’s identifier, the collection’s name and the identifier
of the data item that is being updated, along with the TID of the corresponding
transaction. Every time the API is accessed, an abort exception is received if a conflict
was detected in the previous call.
When MongoDB is invoked to commit a transaction, it is implied that no conflict
exception has been received so far. MongoDB will delegate logging to the holistic
transactional management, by pushing the write-set to the latter. The transactional API
must assign a commit timestamp to the ready to commit transaction, and MongoDB
must create a new version of the updated data items, providing them with this
timestamp and make them public.

3.2.2. Multi-Versioning
CoherentPaaS provides snapshot isolation (SI) consistency. In SI, every transaction
reads a specific version of a data item, and upon committing, it creates a new version of
the affected data items. When a transaction starts, it is assigned with a starting
timestamp and when commits, it is assigned a commit timestamp. Based on these, it
reads the last committed versions of data before the transaction starts. When it commits
and there are no conflicts with concurrent transactions, then it assigns its commit
timestamp at the newly created version of the data item. This arises the need of
additionally marking the data items with a version field. More details about Snapshot
Isolation can be found in deliverable D4.1 (Holistic Transaction Management &
Architecture).
In the previous section it was mentioned that MongoDB always marks every data item
with a timestamp of its creation date. However, this is not sufficient in order to be
compatible with the CoherentPaaS, as this timestamp is part of the data item’s primary
key and cannot be changed. Moreover, there is no possibility for storing different
versions. MongoDB must be able to create new versions of data items upon their
updates, assigning them relevant timestamps. The read operations will be based on
these timestamps. Upon deletion, the data item must not be removed completely, but
marked as deleted, instead. A garbage collector must remove periodically obsolete
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versions of data that are no longer needed, and remove any data items that can be safely
deleted.
In CoherentPaaS the capabilities of MongoDB will be extended in order to support multiversioning so as to:
 to support concurrent transactions
 to achieve recoverability when a transaction aborts
The implementation of multi-versioning must fulfill the following requirements:
 Snapshot Isolation (SI) must be enabled through the implementation of the multiversioning.
 Transparency. Applications and clients must not be aware of the fact that the data
items can appear in multiple versions. Versioning must be transparent to the
outside world.
 Unique identified. Each data item must be distinguished from another by the
assignment of a unique identifier.
 Persistent storage. MongoDB must continue to provide a persistent storage after
an execution of each one of the CRUD functions.
 Scalability. MongoDB with multi-versioning must be able to scale supporting an
ever increasing rate of transactions per second.
 Performance and Availability. The implementation of the multi-versioning will
require some additional overheard when accessing and storing data. However,
this overhead must not sacrifice the overall performance and high availability
that is achieved by MongoDB.

3.2.3. Cloud Multi-Datastore Query Engine
One of the main objectives of the project is the ability to use CoherentPaaS in order to
access different data stores within the same query, and inter-exchange data between
different data base providers. CoherentPaaS is developing a cloud multi-datastore query
language which will be used for this purpose and a cloud multi-datastore query engine
that will execute the queries and synchronize the operations. More details can be found
at deliverable D3.1.
The wrapper must be able to perform calls to the MongoDB engine in order to submit
queries that are passed by the query processor. It will use the MongoDB official APIs,
both for Java-based or Python-based implementations [3,4]. The calls should be
transparent to the query processor. When invoking the wrapper for the execution of a
transactional operation, it will initialize the operation’s specific context (i.e. by opening
connections to the database) according to the driver’s specification, and prepare the
driver for the execution of the query. In case that the operation is in the form of a python
named table, then the python script will be passed to the driver for executing it directly.
In case the operation is in the form of a native named query, then the query will be
imported to the Java or Python driver and will be executed. If the operation is described
in an SQL script, then this will be firstly translated to MongoDB language, and then will
be executed. It is worth to mention that MongoDB does not support join operations
between different collections, and the wrapper will neither support this. Even if
MongoDB database is schema-less, the application developer always has in his mind the
schema of the stored data, and has to implement meaningful queries accordingly. After
executing the query, the wrapper retrieves the result dataset and returns the data in the
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form of an SQL-like table. At the end, it clears the operation’s context (i.e. finalizing open
connections) and terminates the call.
An additional requirement for the wrapper when executing common queries is the
handling of the transactions. Due to this, the wrapper must receive as an input the
transactional identification (TID) of the operation, apart from its expression. The
wrapper must be able to identify and correlate operations within the same transaction.
In case of update operations, the wrapper will have to store privately the corresponding
write set and perform additional checks for conflicts, interacting with the holistic
transactional manager API for conflict detection.

3.3. Design Changes and Improvements
As mentioned before, in order to address all related requirements, a MongoDB wrapper
will be implemented that will act as the middleware between the Query Processor and
the Transaction Manager in the one hand and the data store itself in the other hand. This
wrapper will take the role of the Local Transactional Manager of MongoDB and will
implement all necessary additional functionality. At the first version of the prototype’s
delivery, it will be deployed on a single node that will serve all incoming requests. It will
be extended though during the progress of the project so as to be also scalable, in order
to support the need that all layers in the CoherentPaaS must be scalable by limiting
possible bottlenecks, so as to support increased traffic loads. However, this is not in the
scope of this document, and more details will be given in the forthcoming deliverables.
The following subsections describe the major design principles regarding the
MongoDB’s integration to the CoherentPaaS.

3.3.1. Multi-Versioning and Version Labelling
Multi-versioning is a first-class citizen in every data store that will be integrated into
CoherentPaaS. MongoDB natively does not support multiple versions of data items, a
necessary requirement for implementing the snapshot isolation. In the scope of
CoherentPaaS, multiple versions will be stored persistently into the data store, for as
long as they are not obsolete, instead of keeping these versions in-memory. Every
version of a data item will be in the form of <objectId, dataIdentifier, document, timestamp, TID>, where:
 objectID will be the object identifier of the relevant version of each document
 dataIdentifier will be the unique identifier of each data item which characterizes
all versions that belong to the same data item
 Document will be the current (updated) document itself
 Timestamp will be the timestamp of the creation of the current version
 TID will be the identifier of the transaction that added the record at the data store
 In case of a data item deletion, a new version of the data item will be inserted,
with a null document field, so no need for an additional field is required
Create: Upon creation of a data item, a new document is inserted in the specific
collection containing the newly created document and the commit timestamp and
relevant TID.
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Update: An Update of a data item leads to a new version with a new timestamp and TID
of the transaction that performed the update operation.
Delete: When there is a delete operation which commits, then the data item is not
removed from the database. Instead, a new version is also inserted into
collection, with a null value representing the deleted document.
Apart from the dataIdentifier field, which will serve the purpose of the data item’s
primary key, every record in the collection will be assigned automatically to an
additional objectId that corresponds to a specific point in the (key, version) space. This
will be used for indexing the specific version of the data item, and will be transparent
from the application. The latter, will only have knowledge of the dataIdentifier, which is
used as the primary key in the data item.
Maintaining multiple versions of the data items into the database raises the issue that
the database might be significantly increased. However, while ongoing transactions are
terminated, some versions become obsolete and there is no reason for keeping old
versions stored. The holistic transactional manager notifies periodically the MongoDB
with the timestamps. Versions that are earlier than this timestamps can be safely
removed, with the condition that a newer version already exists, because no transaction
will ever access them. The garbage collector process will be receiving these periodic
notifications and will remove the relevant versions.

3.3.2. Transactional Management
The MongoDB Wrapper will be in the middle between the Transactional Manager and
the data store itself. At the beginning of a transaction a start timestamp is going to be
attached. The Wrapper must be able to handle and compare this timestamp with the
timestamps stored in each version. Reads will be provided by corresponding snapshot
(characterized by its timestamp). Updates (inserts-updates-deletes) for an on-going
transaction are going to be private and not visible to other transactions, until the
associated transaction commits. A commit timestamp is then provided by the
transactional manager and the updates become visible. The Wrapper ensures that this
commit timestamp will also be stored with the data. Conflicts are checked
asynchronously by delegating this task to the holistic transactional manager and in case
of an abort, the Wrapper ensure its updates are discarded.
3.3.2.1. Snapshot Reads and Private Versions Management

When a transaction performs an update action, a new version of the data item is stored
directly in MongoDB data store. It is marked with the relevant transaction TID and its
commit timestamp is set to null. This implicitly distinguishes private from public
versions of data, and also the private versions of each transaction, so that transactions
never interfere with others private versions and thus guarantee that they “read their
own writes”. All private versions are handled directly at server side. In the case that a
transaction aborts, then all its related private versions are explicitly discarded, by
removing the documents that are marked with the transaction’s TID and their commit
timestamp has not been set yet. In case that a transaction successfully commits, then all
its related private versions are assigned with the transaction’s commit timestamp, which
marks them as public.
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An example is shown below. A data item, identified by its dataIdentifier id8 has been
already created by the Transaction T0 with a Commit Timestamp 100. The autogenerated objectId 10 uniquely characterizes this specific version of this data item.
Then, a new private version of this data item is created by Transaction T2 with its
Commit Timestamp set to NULL. This implicitly marks this version as private, and can be
only accessed by T2 (Figure 5). In Figure 6, this version becomes public and the
previously null Commit Timestamp is replaced by the new Commit Timestamp 200. It
can now be accessed by all transactions, whose Start Timestamp is greater than 200.
objectId
(auto- generated)
10
12

Data
Identifier
Id8
Id8

Commit
Timestamp
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NULL

Transaction Id

Data
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T2

…
…

Figure 5: Newly created private version

object Id
(auto- generated)
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Data
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Data

To
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Figure 6: Publishing the private version

In order to efficiently provide read operations on distinct snapshots, MongoDB indexing
mechanism must be extended. MongoDB natively supports indexing for the efficient
execution of queries, in order to avoid scanning all documents so as to select the ones
that match predicates. Indexes in MongoDB are similar to ones used in other database
systems; they use B-tree data structures and are defined at the collection level. By
default, MongoDB creates an index on the objectID auto-generated field. However, it
allows the additional use of custom indexing on a single field of a document, or even
compound indexes based on numerous fields of the document. Considering the fact that
every read operation on a collection must be evaluated by both the query predicate and
the versioning information related with the transaction, the default indexing approach is
not efficient. Due to this, the following two different approaches will be investigated.
The first approach will rely on the in-build indexing mechanism of MongoDB. Upon the
creation of a new collection, additional actions will have to take place. Every new record
in the multi-version collection is being identified by the pair of dataIdentifier-timestamp.
The dataIndentifier serves as the primary key of the data item, while the timestamp
marks its different versions. Both those fields identify uniquely each data item in a given
snapshot. Due to this, a custom compound index must be created automatically when a
new collection is being inserted to the data store, so that the whole process will be
totally transparent to the user. This means that the indexing mechanism uses the
MongoDB built-in engine. In order to retrieve the corresponding version of each data
item that satisfies the query predicate, additional conditions will be added to the
predicate, so as to select the latest updated version that is older or equal to the
transaction start timestamp, or that its commit timestamp has not be set yet, and its TID
value matches the TID of the transaction that requested the read operation. In case that
two different versions are returned for the same data item (the latest updated version
before the transaction start time, and a transaction private version that occurred due to
an update), then the private version will be kept in the return list.
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A different approach is to implement our own indexing mechanism that will be used by
the intermediate wrapper. Multi-version indexing structures have been long existed in
the literature. When using traditional B-trees, the cost of a single key access of a data
item requires O(log B n) accesses, where n is the number of the total records in the
collection and B is the page capacity. A key range query will require cost of O(log B n  r )
accesses, where r represents the data items that must be accessed, according to the key
range query. However, assuming that there are at most m different versions for every
data item, the cost of a key range query using traditional indexing mechanisms will be
O(log B n  rm) accesses. Various implementations have been proposed that take into
account both the key and the version dimensions of each data item, with the most
significant ones the time-split B-tree of Lomet and Salzberg [5,6] and the multiversion Btree of Becker [7,8]. In the scope of CoherentPaaS, we will investigate the feasibility of
the multiversion B-trees against the traditional built-in indexes offered by MongoDB.
Multi-Version B-Trees (MVBT) allow to directly access the versioned documents when
providing both the dataIdentifier and the corresponding timestamp. When an update
operation is performed however, which automatically inserts a new versioned data item
into MongoDB data store, the MVBT is not updated yet, as it includes only public
versions. Each transaction stores the keys of its write-set into a separate hash table.
Thus, every transaction reads only public versions and also reads “its own writes” that
are stored in its corresponding hash table. In case that a transaction aborts, the private
versions are removed from the data store, and the hash table is discarded. When the
transaction commits, the MVBT is updated with the keys and relevant version of the
committed write-set and the private versions are now public and can be accessible. It is
worth to mention that each node of the MVBT is thread-safe and the MVBT provides the
concurrent access of multiple transactions. When there is the need for a split/merge
operation, the affected nodes will only be locked, thus allowing multiple reads to
perform as usual to the rest of the MVBT so as to increase parallelism.
3.3.2.2. Finalizing Commit

When the MongoDB receives a request to commit a specific transaction, it generates its
write-set by selecting all versions stored in the data store whose TID matches the
transaction identifier and their commit timestamp has not been set yet. Then, it provides
to the holistic transactional manager the write-set in order to make it durable. Every
record in the write set contains an array of bytes representing the collection and
objectId of each versioned document, plus the representation in bytes of the each
document (the document already contains the additional fields for the dataIdentifier and
the relevant TID).
When the updates become durable, the holistic transactional manager sends an
asynchronous call to the data store, in order for the latter to make the updates public.
The local transactional manager retrieves the commit timestamp of the transaction and
sets the corresponding field in the data base with this value. In case of the existence of a
multiversion indexing, it also inserts the new keys to the index, by performing relevant
Structure-Modification-Operations when necessary.
3.3.2.3. Logging and Recovery mechanism

MongoDB uses write ahead logging to an on-disk journal in order to be fault tolerant in
cases of crash failures. Due to the fact that all private updates are stored persistently in
the data store, this mechanisms ensures recoverability in case of such failure in the data
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store side. In case that the local transactional manager fails, the persistent storage in
MongoDB allows to fully reconstruct the transaction context. However there is a critical
time interval that this mechanism is not sufficient; upon publishing the newly inserted
version during the commit phase of a transaction. Due to this, the local transaction
manager will send all write-set to the holistic transactional manager, in order for the
latter to make it durable. As described above, each record of the write-set contains the
objectID in an array of bytes and the representation of the relevant versioned document
in bytes. Documents in MongoDB are stored in a JSON-like format, which facilitates their
transformation to bytes and conversely. In case of a crash failure upon publishing the
updates of a transaction, the local transactional manager requests the relevant write-set
of the transaction, in order to redo all updates. When publishing a write-set, the local
transactional manager simply sets the commit timestamp of each versioned document to
their transaction commit time. This means that no additional undo action needs to be
performed and redoing all records is sufficient. In case of a crash failure during the
abortion of a transaction, the local transactional manager has to simply remove the
remaining of the versioned documents, upon its recovery. These can easily be identified
by their TID and their nullable commit time.

3.3.3. Cloud Multi-Datastore Query Engine
As already mentioned, the MongoDB wrapper will also serve as the middleware between
the cloud multi-datastore query engine and the data store itself. It will expose two
interfaces, one for submitting queries directly via the python or java named expressions.
These will be forwarded to the data store’s driver for direct execution. The MongoDB
wrapper will have no control over the python expressions, in a ‘black-box’ approach. The
developer of the python expression will be responsible for their correct execution, as no
syntactic evaluation will be performed at the data store. In case of an invalid expression,
an exception will be thrown.
On the other hand, a second interface will be exposed for submitting queries in
MongoDB’s native language, or in an SQL-like form. If the second choice is selected, then
the SQL-like script will be firstly translated to MongoDB’s native language. The interface
will return the dataset result in the form of a SQL-like table.

3.4. Programming Interfaces
MongoDB will mainly interact with the query engine and the holistic transactional
manager. Regarding the query engine, two interfaces will be exposed so that the query
engine can submit queries for execution.
 List submitNativeQuery(long tid, String queryString): It takes as input the query
string that will be executed, and the transactional identifier (if needed) of the
transaction that performs the operation. It returns back the result dataset which
is a list of documents, and each document is transformed to the common format.
 List submitPythonQuery(String queryString): It takes as input the python script
that will be executed directly to the database.
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Regarding the interaction with the holistic manager, MongoDB will expose the following
interfaces:
 Create(): initialize the data store client, which performs all necessary
initialization actions
 txnAssociate(long TID): It associates the data store client to a given transaction
 byte [] getWS(long TID): For every transaction, MongoDB keeps the write set in
memory, and they can be accessed by this method in a sequence of bytes
 void applyWS(long TID): Applies the write-set in the data store making the
changes durable
 void redoWS(byte [] ws, long commitTimestamp): Applies a write-set with a given
commit timestamp for recovery purposes
 void abort(long TID): This method is intended to notify MongoDB that the
transaction will abort and the write-set will be discarded.
 Object read(byte [] key, long TID): reads a version of a data item given the unique
identifier and the corresponding transaction
 Void write(byte []key, Object object, long TID): writes an object with the specific
primary key and for the corresponding transaction
It is worth to mention that all above interfaces will be implemented using the Java
programming language. More interfaces have to be defined, as the project progress and
the design of other components (i.e. x-ray monitoring) has been finalized.

3.5. Metadata and Statistics
Query Optimization refers to the process of producing a query execution plan and
minimizing the cost of an objective function by gathering statistics about computing
resources such as disk I/Os, CPUs and communication networks combined with
database statistics.
MongoDB can provide the following statistics:
 Statistics that reflect the operations over 1 second period via mongostat
 Statistics about the current read and write activity per collection basis of a
MongoDB instance via mongotop
Storage statistics for a database via dbStats
 Storage statistics for a collection via collStats
Mongostat has the following fields:
inserts
Query
update
Delete
getmore
command
flushes
mapped

The number of objects inserted into the database per second.
The number of query operations per second.
The number of update operations per second.
The number of delete operations per second.
The number of get more (i.e. cursor batch) operations per
second.
The number of commands per second.
The number of fsync operations per second.
The total amount of data mapped in megabytes.
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This is the total data size at the time of the last mongostat call.
The amount of virtual memory in megabytes used by the
process at the time of the last mongostat call.
The total amount of virtual memory excluding all mapped
memory at the time of the last mongostat call.
The amount of resident memory in megabytes used by the
process at the time of the last mongostat call.
The number of page faults per second.
The percent of time in a global write lock.
The percent of time in the per-database context-specific lock.
mongostat will report the database that has spent the most time
since the last mongostat call with a write lock.
The percent of index access attempts that required a page fault
to load a btree node. This is a sampled value.
The length of the queue of clients waiting to read data from the
MongoDB instance.
The length of the queue of clients waiting to write data from the
MongoDB instance.
The number of active clients performing read operations.
The number of active clients performing write operations.
The amount of network traffic, in bytes, received by the
MongoDB instance.This includes traffic from mongostat itself.
The amount of network traffic, in bytes, sent by the MongoDB
instance. This includes traffic from mongostat itself.
The total number of open connections.
The name, if applicable, of the replica set.
The replication status of the member.

Mongotop has the following fields:
mongotop.ns
mongotop.db
mongotop.total
mongotop.read
mongotop.write
mongotop.<timestamp>

Contains the database namespace, which combines the
database name and collection.
Contains the name of the database.
Provides the total amount of time that this mongod spent
operating on this namespace.
Provides the amount of time that this mongod spent
performing read operations on this namespace.
Provides the amount of time that this mongod spent
performing write operations on this namespace.
Provides a time stamp for the returned data.

DbStats has the following fields:
dbStats.db
dbStats.collections
dbStats.objects
dbStats.avgObjSize

Contains the name of the database.
Contains a count of the number of collections in that database.
Contains a count of the number of objects in the database
across all collections.
The average size of each document in bytes. This is the dataSize
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divided by the number of documents.
dbStats.dataSize
The total size in bytes of the data held in this database including
the padding factor. The scale argument affects this value. The
dataSize will not decrease when documents shrink, but will
decrease when you remove documents.
dbStats.storageSize
The total amount of space in bytes allocated to collections in
this database for document storage.
dbStats.numExtents
Contains a count of the number of extents in the database
across all collections.
dbStats.indexes
Contains a count of the total number of indexes across all
collections in the database.
dbStats.indexSize
The total size in bytes of all indexes created on this database.
dbStats.fileSize
The total size in bytes of the data files that hold the database.
dbStats.nsSizeMB
The total size of the namespace files for this database.
dbStats.dataFileVersio Document that contains information about the on-disk format
n
of the data files for the database.
dbStats.dataFileVersio The major version number for the on-disk format of the data
n.major
files for the database.
dbStats.dataFileVersio The minor version number for the on-disk format of the data
n.minor
files for the database.
CollStats has the following fields:
collStats.ns

The namespace of the current collection, which follows the
format [database].[collection].
collStats.count
The number of objects or documents in this collection.
collStats.size
The size of the data stored in this collection.
collStats.avgObjSize
The average size of an object in the collection.
collStats.storageSize
The total amount of storage allocated to this collection for
document storage.
collStats.numExtents
The total number of contiguously allocated data file regions.
collStats.nindexes
The number of indexes on the collection. All collections have at
least one index on the _id field.
collStats.lastExtentSize The size of the last extent allocated.
collStats.paddingFactor The amount of space added to the end of each document at
insert time. The document padding provides a small amount of
extra space on disk to allow a document to grow slightly
without needing to move the document. mongod automatically
calculates this padding factor
collStats.flags
Indicates the number of flags on the current collection.
collStats.systemFlags
Reports the flags on this collection that reflect internal server
options.
collStats.userFlags
Reports the flags on this collection set by the user.
collStats.totalIndexSize The total size of all indexes.
collStats.indexSizes
This field specifies the key and size of every existing index on
the collection.
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3.6. Tracing Capabilities
Finally, this subsection details the existing and future tracing capabilities to be used by
the logging and x-ray tools.
MongoDB can provide detailed logging about, followed with the initiation of the time of
the logging as a hex string:
 Write operations
 Read operations
 Both read and write operations
In order to full field the CoherentPaas requirements additional logging must be added:
 Transaction Log: Information about all transactions that updates the database
 Commit Log: Information about the decision to commit a transaction
 Abort Log: Information about the decision to abort a transaction
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Key-Value Store

4.1. Overview
Recently, key-value stores (KVS) have emerged as a convenient method for accessing
data stored in large numbers of nodes. Key-value stores offer a simple abstraction,
where the application provides a key and the system returns the corresponding value.
KVSs offer simpler semantics than traditional databases and tend to be used at lower
levels in the system where only access to persistent storage is required, without the
need for transactional semantics. In CoherentPaaS, we follow a similar approach where
the KVS is used as one of the methods to access persistent storage and higher level
semantics are offered in other higher layers of the system.
Traditional KVSs have been designed for optimizing accesses to the disk-based IO path
and with the assumption that the CPU is the fastest component of the system (compared
to storage I/O and network links). However, nowadays, new non-volatile memory
technologies such as flash based storage and NVM are already part of the I/O hierarchy.
Such I/O devices are capable of significantly higher throughput and dramatically higher
I/O operations than disks. This requires higher processing capacity at the host level and
drives the need for light-weight approaches to building KVSs. In addition, due to power
restrictions, CPU processing capacity has been increasing by adding more cores to the
CPU rather than increasing the clock speed. Therefore, redesign of KVSis appropriate for
achieving high data access rates.
In this report we present the design of Eutropia1, alight-weight key-value store. Our goal
is to achieve higher data access rates at lower host CPU overhead, resulting in higher
overall system efficiency. In our approach, we leverage the popularity of HBase, a keyvalue store that is used extensively, by using the same client interface. We design a new
KVS that replaces the back-end of HBase, without requiring any changes to the clients.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. Section 4.2 discusses the state-of-the-art
regarding HBase. Section 4.3 presents Eutropia key value store design. Section 4.3
analyzes the requirements for CoherentPaaS and how they are addressed by Eutropia.
Finally, section 4.5 presents programming interfaces, section 0 apposes indicative
statistics exposed by the system, and finally section 4.7 discusses about its tracing
capabilities.

4.2. State of the Art
4.2.1. HBase
Apace HBase, which is modelled after Google's BigTable and is written in java, is a
column-oriented database management system that runs on top of Hadoop Distributed
File System (HDFS).It is a distributed, scalable, big data store which primary objective is
the hosting of very large data sets atop clusters of commodity hardware.HBase supports
1

Ancient Greek word for versatility
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a lightweight schema for semi structured data. In particular, an HBase schema consists
of the following structures







Table: Data in HBase are organized into tables where each table has a unique name.
Row: Each table comprises of a set of rows. Each row is identified through a unique
row key.
Column family: The data in a row are grouped by column family. Column families also
impact the physical arrangement of data stored in HBase. Column family and table
name together consist HBase schema.
Column qualifier: Data within a column family is addressed via its column qualifier.
Column qualifiers are added dynamically in a row and different rows can have
different sets of column qualifiers.
Cell: A combination of row key, column family, and column qualifier uniquely
identifies a cell. The data stored in a cell is referred to as that cell’s value.
Timestamp: Values within a cell are versioned through the use of the timestamp field
for each cell.

Figure 7 shows the overall architecture of HBase. HBase consists of a master node
named Namenode. Namenode is responsible for keeping the catalogue of the database
and also manages Region servers. Region servers are responsible for parts of each table
which are called regions. Each region contains a row key range of a table. Clients initially
contact Namenode and are directed to the appropriate Region server which currently
hosts the targeted region. Finally, HBase uses Zookeeper for keeping the various
configuration properties of the system.

Figure 7: HBase architecture

HBase offers to applications a CRUD (Create, Read, Update, Delete) API. The main
operations are:
 Put: Inserts a set of HBase cells with a corresponding timestamp.
 Delete: Deletes an HBase cell.
 Get: Retrieves an HBase cell, based on the row key, column family and column
qualifier. Results contain cells that lie inside the time range [
,
] as specified
by the client.
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Scan: Performs a range query fetching a set of cells that lie inside a row range. Each
scan operation is initially positioned in the start row as specified by the client.
Clients can either denote explicitly a stop row or apply a filter function. Filter
functions apply a comparison operation ( >, < , =) at the row key. When a filter
function ceases to hold for a retrieved row the scan operation is terminated.

4.2.2. Indexing in HBase
HBase, as other storage systems, such as Cassandra [10], uses as indexing structure the
Log-Structured Merge-Tree (LSM-tree) [13]. LSM-tree is a data structure with
performance characteristics that make it attractive especially for write intensive
workloads. LSM tree maintains two separate data structures which in HBase
terminology are named HFile and Memstore. Memstore is an in-memory structure and
HFile is an immutable persistent structure. All key values are initially inserted, in sorted
order, in Memstore. When Memstore size exceeds a preconfigured threshold, its
contents are written into an HFile which contains the sorted data in contiguous block of
configurable size (default 64KB). Along with the data, an index structure is stored into
the HFile for finding the corresponding block for a given key, as shown in Figure 8.
HBase uses HDFS for storing HFiles, which also supports replication.

Figure 8:HFile layout

LSM-trees periodically merge a set of HFiles into a single one, a process called
compaction. The purpose of this operation is to decrease latency for future read and
range queries. A read or range query operation must examine all HFiles and Memstore
for retrieving a key. An additional mechanism used in HBase for improving read latency
is the use of Bloom Filters (BF). Before searching an HFile its corresponding BF is
examined to perceive if the key is present. However, range queries do not benefit from
the use of BF. Compaction activity hampers performance, a problem studied in earlier
works of bLSM [14], LogBase [15], and VT-trees [16].

4.2.3. Scalability
HBase scalability is based on auto-sharding, which refers to the ability of the system to
split and distribute tables when they exceed a configurable threshold. The basic unit of
horizontal scalability in HBase is called a Region. Regions are a subset of the table’s data
and they are essentially a contiguous, sorted range of rows that are stored together.
Each table initially consists of a single Region and is assigned from Master to a Region
server. As rows are added into the Region, it is split into two almost equal halves. Master
monitors the load of each Region server and rebalances regions appropriately.
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4.3. Key Value Store Design
Eutropia is integrated in HBase, replacing its previous back-end architecture which
consists of an LSM-tree [17] with a B-+ type as depicted in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Eutropia integration with HBase

The main idea behind the replacement of the LSM tree indexing scheme with a B+ tree is
the following. LSM trees store consecutive keys together for improving the performance
of future range queries. This placement is optimal for devices with seek time such as
hard disks. However, the linear placement comes with extra the cost of frequent data
movement in DRAM and at the device level. However, current technologies such as flash
memory and NVM, do not suffer from high seek times. Consequently, for adapting in
these technologies Eutropia replaces the above indexing scheme. Eutropia’s also
addresses the following important aspects of the design space of a key value store.
Variable length keys, index persistence, concurrency and dynamic partitioning design
are thoroughly presented in the following subsections.

4.3.1. Variable Length Keys
Applications requirements for data access can be categorized as structured,
unstructured, and semi structured. Structured data are typically defined by their
property of residing in fixed fields within a record or file. A typical example of this
category can be found in relational databases. In contrast, unstructured data (or
unstructured information) refers to information that either does not have a pre-defined
data model or is not organized in a pre-defined manner. A typical example of this
category is applications such as audio, video, images, files, and unstructured text such as
the body of an e-mail message and a Web page. Semi-structured data lies between the
two. It is a type of structured data, but lacks the strict data model structure. Some kind of
indexing is used to identify certain elements within the data, but the data does not have
a rigid structure. A typical example of semi-structured data is XML documents or the
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popular JSON format. Across the categories, there are different patterns in relation to
their relative key sizes. Indexing of structured data typically uses fixed size keys. As an
example, we may consider a primary key of an SQL table or a secondary index of an SQL
table where fixed size keys are the norm. On the other hand, semi-structured data and
unstructured have a higher probability of using variable key sizes. An example could be
the storage of web pages with different URLs. Eutropia targets a wide range of
applications and for this reasons supports variable key sizes as follows.
Each key, by design is assumed to be variable in size. For this reason, we cannot have an
upper bound for the size of the index nodes. The memory layout we follow for
supporting variable size keys is depicted in Figure 10.

Figure 10:Memory mapping of blocks in memory.

Each index block contains R pointers, where R is the order of the B+ tree and each
pointer is of fixed size (8 bytes). For each pointer we keep a field with the length of the
corresponding key that the pointers point to. In each key insertion in the index node we
store the key in a preallocated block. When the block fills up we allocate a new block in
memory. This achieves locality of the keys in memory and also in the storage device.
Blocks are allocated and freed without the use of a file system through a custom block
allocator. Block allocator’s design is tailored to the needs of the underlying device
characteristics such as flash memory (Solid State Disks) or NVM. It will be responsible
for keeping consistent the available free space on the device.

4.3.2. Scan and Range Operations
Scan and range-type operations are typical in workloads that retrieve large amounts of
data and especially for analytics operations. To support these operations efficiently,
Eutropia, uses a modified B+ tree. The main alternative is a hash structure. However, B+
trees can better support range operations. For this reason, we choose to use such an
indexing structure as the basis for Eutropia. Figure 9 shows how our indexing structure
replaces the back-end of HBase.
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4.3.3. Index Persistence
Eutropia is a persistent data structure, which always preserves the previous version of
itself when modified. As a consequence update operations do not update the structure
in-place, but instead always yield a new updated structure. A straightforward approach
for achieving this property would be to write to the storage device all requests in a redo
log fashion. This would make recovery an expensive operation because it would demand
the parsing of the entire log to rebuild the index. Instead, for fast recovery in Eutropia
we keep the index nodes as well.

Figure 11: Initial B-tree, fan out is 4

Figure 12: B-tree after inserting key F

Figure 13: B-tree after checkpoint

Index nodes are altered through insert - delete requests and rebalance operations. For
each change in a node either leaf node or internal, we follow a top down shadow copy
approach [16] for keeping persistent the mutation. Whenever a node in a given height of
the tree is altered instead of writing the mutation in place we keep a new copy of all of
the altered nodes up to the root. After a configurable timeout we issue a checkpoint
operation. This operation includes writing to stable storage all the new blocks and
finally updating the superblock to point to the new location. If during checkpoint a
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system failure occurs, superblock will still point to the previous stable location keeping
the structure persistent.
Figure 11 shows an example with the initial state of a B+ tree. We assume fan out of the
tree to be 4. Inserting key F will result in the structure shown in Figure 12. The nodes
affected are B and root A. For the two corresponding nodes we create two shadow
copies of nodes A and B (A’, B’) respectively which contain the mutation. During
checkpoint we update the superblock in place to point to the new root which contains
the changes as shown in Figure 13. In a typical workload a number of index block
changes will overlap reducing the space needed for writing the mutations. Also we
decrease the number of the total operations to the device for keeping the index
persistent.
Targeted persistent devices of the above design include new memory technologies, such
as flash and non-volatile memory. Flash storage offers higher I/O operations per second
(IOPS) and has become an attractive alternative to hard disks. Also, new non-volatile
memory technologies, such as phase change (PCM) and magnetic RAM (MRAM), are
poised to remove the disk-imposed limitations on persistent object performance. These
technologies are orders of magnitude faster than magnetic disk in latency. While NAND
non-volatile memory, like disk, is fundamentally block-oriented, new NVM technologies
will offer both a DRAM-like byte-addressable interface.
Except from keeping Eutropia pages in a persistent device, pages are also kept in DRAM
for increasing performance. In this memory hierarchy we should be capable of handling
data sets that may exceed the DRAM of the system. For tackling this problem we unify
these two distinct address spaces by memory mapping a virtual memory area to the
underlying block device. Blocks from the device are transparently cached in the page
cache of the operating system by exploiting the internal kernel mechanisms.

4.3.4. Index Balancing
Eutropia B+ tree consists of three types of nodes:
1. Leaf nodes (LN) that contain the key value pairs
2. Bottom Internal Nodes (BIN) which point directly to the LNs
3. Internal Nodes (IN) which form the rest index nodes of the tree up to the root
Each index node is characterized by their order D, the number of children for each
internal node. In a balanced B-tree of order D each node contains between D/2 to D
nodes. Consequently, the number of accesses for read operations is logarithmic.
However, delete or insert operations of keys may leave the B-tree unbalanced causing
some paths to be longer exceeding the
bound. A delete operation might cause an
underflow leaving less than D/2 branches at an index node, whereas an insert operation
can cause an overflow at an index node when key size exceeds D. Rebalance operations
can bring the tree to its balanced state. Since Eutropia operates in a concurrent
environment it should provide mechanisms for synchronizing read and write operation
with parallel rebalance operations that alter the structure of the tree.
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Underflow can be handled lazily, by marking the index node for a later rebalance
operation. Overflow of an index node must be handled eagerly since there is need of
creating space for the new key. A direct approach for synchronization would be to lock
the entire B+ tree that is to be rebalanced. The disadvantage in this approach is that the
nodes close to the root will be locked very frequently limiting concurrency. For tackling
this problem, locking will start at the first node from the root that is to be affected by the
rebalance operation. A "balance"-bit will we used to register unbalance. Previous work
[18] has shown that the amount of rebalancing decreases exponentially when going
from leaves towards root.

4.3.5. Concurrency
Multicore architectures are common in server systems. Thus, concurrency exploitation
is of significant matter for performance gain in a key value store. Main approaches found
in the bibliography in this domain include techniques such as lock-free structures [19],
read-copy-update [18] or routing of requests based on atomic batches [20]. However, in
Eutropia based on the design assumption of uniform distribution of the requests across
the key space we choose the following.
In Eutropia dataset is partitioned dynamically, as we describe in 4.3.7. The result of this
operation is non-overlapping consecutive key ranges as depicted in Figure 14. The
synchronization model for each range is single writer multiple readers. With this
approach we create parallel data paths which lie in different memory regions exploiting
thus concurrency. The key range is split in non-overlapping consecutive key ranges. For
example for a key range a-z a valid sequence would be [a-f), [f, h] and [h, z). Each key
range is indexed using a B+ tree index. The structure for indexing the forest of B+ trees
is a sorted array with consecutive key ranges named superindex. With a binary search
we can trace the root of the corresponding B+ root for a given key. We assume in our
design that the magnitude of the total ranges will be the order of tenths of thousands so
the above structure is a good fit for.
As we observe there are little dependencies between the data paths. This practically can
increase performance due to the fact that it minimizes the core communication for cache
coherency. The only structure that has to be accessed and updated across all cores is the
superindex. For this structure read accesses than updates are expected to be the
dominant workload.
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Figure 14: Key space partitioning in Eutropia

4.3.6. NUMA Support
The traditional architecture approach for multicore CPU interconnection with DRAM is
Symmetric multiprocessing (SMP). This design involves a multiprocessor computer
hardware and software architecture where a set of identical processors connect to a
single, shared main memory and have full access to all I/O devices. Current increase in
the number of cores and DRAM density lead to the need for NUMA (Non Uniform
Memory Access) topologies. In this design each processor is connected to separate
memory, avoiding thus the performance hit when several processors attempt to address
the same memory. However, due to the shared address space across processors in
NUMA, memory accesses at various points in the address space of each processor have
different performance characteristics. Therefore computation and data must be
collocated in the same memory controller.
For achieving the desired locality two alternatives exist: either move computation near
the data or move data near the computation. In CoherentPaaS we will investigate the
tradeoffs for the targeted workloads from the above two options.

4.3.7. Management Operations
Eutropia, besides efficiency, also targets scalability and elasticity. Scalability refers to the
ability of the system to operate efficiently with large numbers of resources (compute
and storage). Elasticity is the ability of the system to dynamically use more or less
resources as the input load changes over time.
Elasticity actions are broken down into three main operations: Split, Merge, and Move.
Split operations divide evenly (in terms of size) a table, which maps to a B+ tree in our
case. Merge operations merge two smaller tables into a single one. Split and merge
operations are essential for load balancing. With this process the entire dataset could be
later distributed across a set of servers in a clustered environment. Finally, the move
operation refers to migrate a table from one server to another. These operations are
designed with the goal of minimizing the disruption of the service. Eutropia is designed
to operate on top of a shared storage address space. As a consequence all nodes of the
resulting system can have access to the same blocks with the restriction that for any
given time only one server will be responsible for each region (key range) of a table.
Below we present a technical overview of the design of split, merge and move
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operations. We assume that each B+ tree is responsible for non-overlapping key ranges
[a, b].
A split transaction is issued when the number of total keys of a table exceeds a
configurable threshold. During split transactions the table stays unavailable. The most
important task is the discovery of the Nth key that splits the set of the key-values in
approximately equal halves [start, middle) [middle, end). This step can be implemented
efficiently by skipping on average N/2 keys where N is the total number of keys
currently indexed by the tree. One approach for the discovery of the middle key is the
linear traversal of the ordered key set which is bounded by O(N). For speeding up this
process we augment the root node of the tree with a counter per indexed sub tree.
Counter is incremented in every insert operation and decremented on every delete
request for the corresponding sub tree that the request is routed to. With this
enhancement split operation maps to a split of the root node to two distinct sets of
comparable key sizes.
Merge operations can take place in O(1) time by merging the roots of the two adjacent
(in terms of key ranges) trees. Finally, move operation is designed using iterative copy
technique [21] which minimizes the unavailability off-line time of the table. In this
operation we have the host server which currently handles the regions and the
destination server where the region is to be migrated. A snapshot of the memory state of
the host is send to the target server. Concurrently, the source server continues to fulfill
read and insert requests, with the changes logged into the shared address space. On
successful receiving the snapshot, the target server parses the log, which is accessible as
it located on shared storage. Afterwards, it starts servicing requests. In this manner the
table stays unavailable for a minimal amount of time.

4.4. Requirements for CoherentPaaS
In the following sections we provide information how Eutropia design addresses basic
requirements in the context of CoherentPaaS.

4.4.1. Transactional Management
In CoherentPaaS data stores are going to be accessed either through the cloud multidatastore query engine (CloudMdsQE) or directly from applications in a transactional
context. Access protocol dictates communication with the transaction manager from
both entities (CQE or application) for obtaining a transaction id prior to data store
access. For this reason, each data store must provide the appropriate mechanisms and
the corresponding API for
1. Correlating each operation (Put, Delete, Get and Scan) with a transaction id.
2. Keeping the write set of a transaction with a transaction id T
private to the
transaction until successful commit.
3. Versioning support for the snapshot isolation criterion.
Eutropia’s API will be compatible with HBase. For this reason both applications and the
CQE engine will use a client software library built on top of HBase client for accessing
Eutropia. This extension will add support for the aforementioned mechanisms.
Properties such as keeping private the write set until commit time and read my writes
semantics will be added per transaction context. The write set will be kept in a private
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cache which will be globally accessible from other transactions after successful commit.
The cache size will vary according to the workload needs (OLTP or OLAP). For this
reason different placement policies for the location of the cache, such as client side or
server side, will be studied.
Below we present the extended API in more detail:
1. Put (KeyValue kv, Timestamp t, long TransactionID): Write a key-value in the private
write set with timestamp t. It is forwarded to the data store at commit time.
2. Get (Key k, long TransactionID): Retrieve a key-value from HBase. It first searches the
local cache with the uncommitted write set (read own writes). If not found it
forwards the request to Eutropia.
3. Scan(StartRow start, StopRow stop, TimeRange t, Transaction id): Retrieve
consecutive rows. Again private write set first examined.
4. Delete(KeyValue kv, long TransactionID): Tombstone KeyValue kv for later removal.
After deletion, key is not accessible from applications.

4.4.2. Multi-versioning
Eutropia will also support versioning of key values as vanilla HBase since it is required
for snapshot isolation in CoherentPaaS. For keeping different versions of a key-value
without overwriting it, it uses timestamp as a part of the key. The timestamp field
constitutes the least 8 significant bytes of the key. For efficiency during get and scan
operations, versions of a key-value are kept in descending order from the most recent to
the older versions. This is accomplished by reversing and storing the timestamp field as
provided from the clients with the operation MaxLong -timestamp. On Transaction
Manager Command, committed timestamps will be lazily garbage collected from the
system. In each read operation the client sends the TimeRange that its corresponding
transaction belongs to, denoting it with
. Eutropia will reverseTend to T’end =
MaxLong – Tend and concatenate the requested key with T’end Read operation will bring
all the key-values that their timestamp ≥ T’end. Similarly in range queries, it follows the
above procedure to initiate and position the cursor. Afterwards, it fetches all the
consecutive key-values that theirtimestamp ≥ T’end. After finding the matching keyvalues, Eutropia will omit possible older versions of the same key-value by looking up
the first key that precedes the current ignoring its timestamp field.

4.4.3. Garbage Collection
Eutropia will add support in delete operation semantics for version pruning. During this
operation, all keys with timestamp T which is smaller than the requested will be deleted.
Dataset will be lazily scanned and old versions will be erased from the system.

4.4.4. Transaction Durability
Transaction durability guarantees will be handled through logging of requests by the
transaction manager. Eutropia will provide an extended API with support for explicit
sync operations.
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4.5. Programming Interfaces
The client interface of Eutropia will provide the four basic functions of persistent
storage CRUD(Create, Read, Update, Delete) as used in HBASE [19], Cassandra [10] and
other related systems. The definition of the operations is as follows:







OperationStatusPut (List <KeyValue> kv, List< Boolean> overwrite, long ts, Boolean
sync)
The Put operation inserts into batches a set of KeyValues with timestamp ts. The
timestamp field is used for versioning. If ts is set to MaxLongKeyValues will be stored
as the current latest version. If sync is set to true the entire batch is committed to
stable storage.
OperationStatusDelete (Key k, TimeRange t)
Deletes all matching KeyValue rows that match Key k and are within TimeRange t.
TimeRange t denotes a time range between two time points
and
. If (
,
) are set to (-1,-1) only the latest version will match. Otherwise if set to (-2,-2) all
versions of key k will be deleted. This method returns OperationStatus.SUCCESS for
successful operation and OperationStatus.ABORT with the appropriate code in case
of an error.
Get (Key k, TimeRange t, int NumberOfVersions)
Retrieves NumberOfVersionsKeyValuekvs where their corresponding key matches k
and lie inside TimeRange t. It is set to -1 for retrieving only the latest version.
Scan (StartKeystartKey, StopKeystopKey, TimeRange t, int NumberOfVersions,Filter f)
Retrieves a range of KeyValuekvs. Each scan operation retrieves all the keyvalues
that are within TimeRange t. It is set to -1 for retrieving only the latest version for
each key.The range starts with start row and stops when it reaches stop row.If Filter
function f is provided, it stops when the boolean condition of f ceases to hold for the
next row.

4.6. Metadata and Statistics
Table 1 summarizes the statistics we will provide via an interface to external tools and
agents.
Name
NumberOfKVPairs
callQueueLength
usedHeapMB
Put#
Get#
Scan#
Filtered-scan#
Delete#
Split #
Merge #
Commit #
Abort #
Timestamp #

Description
Total number of KeyValue pairs
Point in time length of the RegionServer call queue
Memory used by the RegionServer in MB
The number of put operations per second
The number of get operations per second
The number of scans operations per second
The number of filtered scans operations per second
The number of delete operations per second
The number of split operations in all ranges
The number of merge operations in all ranges
The number of commit operations received
The number of abort operations received
The number of timestamp operations received
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Flushes
pageFaults
activeClients
activeWriters
Connections
DataSize
AvgKeySize
MinKeySize
MaxKeySize
Percentile95KeySize
AvgValueSize
MinValueSize
MaxValueSize
Percentile95ValueSize
ReadLatency
ReadThroughput

Total sync requests since boot time
Number of page faults per second
The number of active clients performing read operations
The number of active clients performing write operations
The total number of open connections
Total data size hosted by Eutropia
Average key size for elements in range
Min key size for elements in range
Max key size for elements in range
95th percentile of key size for elements in range
Average value size for elements in range
Min value size for elements in range
Max value size for elements in range
95th percentile of value size for elements in range
Average latency of read operations
Average throughput of read operations

WriteLatency

Average latency of write operations

WriteThroughput

Average throughput of write operations

NumberOfOnlineRegions Online regions at the Region Server
readRequestsCount
Number of read requests for HBase RegionServer since
startup
writeRequestsCount
Number of write requests for HBase RegionServer since
startup
FreeBlocks
Number of free blocks in the device
ReservedBlocks
Number of reserved blocks in the device
AverageAllocationTime
Average time of a block get request
AverageFreeTime
Average time of a block free request
AverageSizeAllocation
Average size of allocated blocks
SyncTime
Average time during a snapshot of the system
NumberOfRanges
The number of ranges handled by the node as separate index
structures
OldestVersion
Oldest version stored in the system
AverageWriteSetSize
Average size of write set
MinWriteSetSize
Min size of write set
MaxWriteSetSize
Max size of write set
Table 1: Metrics exposed from HBase-Eutropia

4.7. Tracing Capabilities
Eutropia will provide detail information about the workload served, such as:
 Write operations
 Read operations
 Range queries
 Combination of the above
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Eutropia will provide additional logging, compared to what HBASE currently supports,
for events that are related to Eutropia operations and mechanisms. We foresee that
Eutropia’s logging mechanism will provide reporting related to:
 Information-type events, such as creating a new range
 Alerts, such as space limitation in the allocator
 Debugging-type information
Logs can then be continuously monitored or processed with external tools such as the
operating system interface to view system log events.
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Graph Database: Sparksee

The increasing number of huge networks such as the Internet, geographical systems and
social network databases, or those created to represent the interaction between
proteins in biological systems, has brought the need to manage information with
inherent graph-like nature [angles2008]. In particular, the study of very large scale-free
networks characterized by power-law distributions is one of the most active areas of
research at this moment. Thus, the interest for analyzing the interrelation between the
entities in these networks is rapidly increasing, forcing the creation of information
management systems that are able to perform graph-oriented operations efficiently. In
this scenario, the natural way to represent the information and the results is by means
of very large graphs.
Finding structures for representing such kind of graphs containing hundreds of millions
of objects that allow for their efficient manipulation is essential, especially when the
graph size prevents the system from accommodating it entirely in-memory. Also there is
a need for a versatile querying system that allows for queries with different flavors such
as link analysis, pattern recognition, graph mining or keyword search, among others. In
this situation, the internal representation of the graph must ensure several crucial
aspects:
 evaluating a query should not imply loading the whole graph into memory
 nodes and edges should be very compact in memory and should be accessed very
efficiently
 typical graph-oriented operations such as edge navigation should be executed
very efficiently
 all the values in the graph should be accessed very fast
Therefore, these requirements demand for a very versatile, light and compact structure
that can be manipulated without jeopardizing performance. Sparksee [11,12] is a graph
database defined and implemented using a combination of several specialized structures
that allow for an efficient management of very large graphs. It fulfills the conditions of a
graph database model since its data representation is in the form of a large graph; the
query operations are based on graph operations or extensions to graph operations;
query results are also in the form of new graphs; and, finally, there are constraints based
on node and edge types, explicit and implicit relationships, and attribute domains. By
using bitmap structures, Sparksee reduces the cost of the most common graph
operations, improving the overall performance of a graph database system. There are
two important aspects that make bitmaps very suitable:
 they allow keeping a large amount of information in a relatively reduced amount
of space, usually by using compression techniques
 they can be operated very efficiently by using binary logic operations.
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5.1. State of the Art
5.1.1. Sparksee Graph Model
The logical data structure in Sparksee is a labeled and attributed multigraph G = {L, N, E,
A}, where L is the collection of labels, N is the collection of nodes, E is the collection of
edges, directed or undirected, and A is the collection of attributes. A labeled graph has a
label for each node and edge that denotes the object type. A directed graph allows for
edges with a fixed direction, from the tail or source node to the head or destination
node. An attributed graph allows a variable list of attributes for each node and edge,
where an attribute is a value associated to a string which identifies the attribute. A
multigraph allows multiple edges between two nodes. This means that two nodes can be
connected several times by different edges, even if two edges have the same tail, head
and label.
Figure 15 shows a small example of a graph extracted from Wikipedia. In this example,
the model has two types of nodes: Wikipedia articles (ARTICLE), image files (IMAGE);
and three types of edges: references between articles (REF), links to images (CONTAINS)
and translations of articles (BABEL). Each node and edge can have a variable number of
attributes associated. The current Sparksee implementation supports the following data
types for attribute domains: character string literals, large texts, integer numbers, long
integer numbers, real numbers, boolean values, timestamps, and node or edge
identifiers (oids).
ARTICLE [v1]
id=1
title=”Europa”
nlc=”ca”

BABEL [e1]
nlc=”en”

ARTICLE [v3]
id=3
title=”Europe”
nlc=”en”

ARTICLE [v2]
id=2
title=”Europe”
nlc=”fr”

BABEL [e2]
nlc=”en”

CONTAINS [e5]

IMAGE [v5]
id=1
filename=”europe.png”

REF [e3]
REF [e4]
tag=”continent”
CONTAINS [e6]

ARTICLE [v4]
id=4
title=”Barcelona”
nlc=”en”

CONTAINS [e7]

IMAGE [v6]
id=2
filename=”bcn.jpg”

Figure 15: Sparksee graph Example

5.1.2. Bitmap Representation
The construction and management of a huge graph with a limited amount of memory
requires a new way of data representation for graph database querying systems that
allows for out-of-core data management. The Sparksee approach follows four basic
principles:
1. the graph must be split into smaller structures to favor the caching of significant
parts of the data with a small memory usage, reverting in a more efficient storage
and query performance
2. object identifiers for nodes and edges have to be used to reduce the memory
requirements and to speed-up the graph operations
3. specific structures must be used to help in the navigation and traversal of edges
4. attributes have to be fully indexed to allow queries over nodes and edges based
on value filters
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Thus, Sparksee is based on object identifiers (oids) and two different types of structures:
bitmaps and maps. As explained above, a Sparksee graph contains types, attributes,
nodes and edges. Each object (a node or an edge) has a unique identifier in the graph,
called oid. An oid is represented by a positive integer number. A collection of objects is a
set of distinct oids. A bitmap or bit-vector is a collection of presence bits that denotes
which objects are selected or related to other objects. They are essential for speeding-up
the query execution and reducing the amount of space required to store and to
manipulate the graph. A map is similar to an inverted index with key values associated
to bitmaps or data values, and it is used as an auxiliary structure to complement
bitmaps, providing full access to all the data stored in the graph. These two types of
structures are combined to build a more complex one: the link. A link is a binary
association between unique identifiers and data values. It provides two basic
functionalities: given an identifier, it returns the value; and given a value, it returns all
the identifiers associated to it. Figure 16 shows an example of a link that maps oids to
string values. As a convention, in this Section all bitmaps are uncompressed and start
their sequence in position 1 (the first valid oid ) and finish in the last position set to 1
(the highest oid considered in the bitmap).

Figure 16: Sparksee link logical structure

All queries and modifications of the graph are performed by combining five basic
operations on links: domain, which returns the set of distinct values; objects, which
returns the set of nodes or edges associated to a value; lookup, which returns the set of
values associated to a set of objects containing a particular node or edge; insert, to add a
node or edge to the collection of objects of a value; and, finally, remove, which removes a
node or edge from the collection of objects of a value.
Finally, a graph is built as a combination of links (maps and bitmaps) to provide a logical
view of a labeled and directed attributed multigraph. Thus, Sparksee splits the graphs
into multiple small indexes to improve the management of out-of-core workloads, with
the use of efficient I/O and cache policies. Figure 10 depicts the structures that
represent the graph in the Wikipedia example presented in Figure 8. The structures
have been graphically divided into three different groups: the first group contains the
structure that allows for accessing the objects in the graph (OBJECTS group), including
nodes and edges. The second group is divided into two sets of structures that are related
to the connectivity between objects in the graph (RELATIONSHIPS group). And, the third
group contains all the structures for efficiently accessing attribute values in an object or
obtaining the objects related to a certain value (ATTRIBUTES group). The graph model
also satisfies some integrity rules as shown in the five colored boxes in Figure 17
(magenta for objects, green for relationships, and cyan for attributes).
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Figure 17: Graph represented as a collection of Sparksee Links

In detail, the current version 4.8.2 of Sparksee supports 37-bit unsigned integer oids,
that is more than 137 billion objects per graph. These oids are clustered in groups of
1024 for each node or edge type. This approach makes it easier to find which is the type
of one object, and improves the locality in the bitmaps due to a higher density of
consecutive bits set to 1. Bitmaps are compressed by grouping the bits in clusters of 32
consecutive bits. Only clusters with at least one bit set are stored. A bitmap is then a
sequence of pairs with the 32-bit integer cluster identifier followed by their 32-bit
integer cluster data. Maps are implemented using B+ trees, and maps of UNICODE
strings store the distinct key values in a separate storage of compressed UTF-8 character
sequences. Also, the tail and head links are split into specific links for each edge type
that contains only the references to edges of the type, achieving a more efficient memory
management.

5.1.3. Architecture
The current version of Sparksee is provided as a library with a complete API that
supports the storage, extraction and query of large graphs. For efficiency purposes, the
core engine has been written in portable C++ and successfully tested under different
versions of GNU/Linux, MacOSX and Windows for 32 and 64 bits platforms, and there is
a transparent SWIG interface which provides the wrappers for different programming
languages. Figure 18shows the different layers of the current Sparksee engine.

Figure 18: Sparksee engine layers
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DEXCORE, the most internal part of the architecture, is responsible for the data
management in the form of bitmaps, maps and links, and has been built in five different
layers. The inner most is PLATFORM, which provides common functions and guarantees
the portability of the whole engine. The BUFFERPOOL layer manages the storage of the
data structures and the I/O file operations to allow the out-of-core management of
Sparksee graphs. There are two storages, one persistent and another one temporal. Each
storage is divided into pages, all of the same size. Pages are managed in multiple
memory pools that can be configured by the final applications. The DATA STRUCTURES
layer implements all the structures: bitmaps, different kinds of maps, links, plus other
auxiliary structures such as large vectors or long text buckets. The GRAPH layer
combines different structures to build and manage the Database Graph. Finally, the GDB
layer is responsible for the management of multiple databases, user sessions,
transaction management, configurations and monitoring.
DEXCPP is the C++ interface to DEXCORE. It encapsulates all public calls to the Sparksee
engine as well as provides extra functionality such as exception management, metadata
scripting, bulk loading and graph algorithms (BFS, shortest path, clustering, etc…). This
interface is exposed to other languages such as Java and C# (.NET) through the SWIG
wrappers.
The Sparksee library can be embedded in different engine or application architectures,
as shown in the following Figure. The left example is an embedding into a Swing desktop
application, while the right one is a two layer web-based architecture, where Sparksee is
used in the server side as the backend storage and application logic, and the client is a
simple WEB browser.

Figure 19: Examples of architectures of Sparksee applications
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5.1.4. Transactional Support
A Sparksee transaction is a sequence of operations that are managed and stored
atomically as a single unit of work. Concurrency managed in Sparksee follows the shared
exclusive lock protocol, also known as readers/writer lock. This synchronization
method allows many concurrent readers, or a single writer, but not a combination of
readers and writers at the same time. This approach is very practical for analytical uses
of graph databases where there are many concurrent processes exploring the graph,
while the number of updates is small and non-frequent.
The four components that manage transactions in Sparksee are the Scheduler, the Data
Manager, and the Recovery Manager.
5.1.4.1. Scheduler

The Scheduler is the responsible for the managing, locking and synchronization of all the
concurrent transactions. A transaction in Sparksee can work in two different modes,
AUTOCOMMIT (the default) or FULL (not autocommitted). A FULL transaction is started
with a BEGIN and finished with a COMMIT or a ROLLBACK2. Also, a Sparksee transaction
can be in four different states: unlocked, locked for reading, promoting to writer, and
locked for writing. The change from read to write is a promotion (upgrading), while
downgrading is not supported (it is unnecessary).
The scheduler allows a thread to act as a reader or a writer. It only allows one writer or
many concurrent readers, but not a combination. Each Sparksee thread must keep
control of its own transactional status, and the Scheduler assumes that the calls are
made in the proper order (consistency property).
Writer starvation is avoided, and new readers cannot begin until the current writer has
finished. A reader is promoted to a writer when an update operation is invoked inside a
read transaction. Promoted readers wait until all read transactions have finished, but
the current implementation of promoters allows LOST UPDATES, where two concurrent
promoted transactions can modify the same data item, and the second update is lost.
5.1.4.2. Data Manager

The data manager manages the interactions between the cache and the recovery
manager during the transaction processing. There is a thread that periodically generates
checkpoints. When a checkpoint is requested and there is an active write transaction, it
is marked as pending until the transaction is committed.
5.1.4.3. Recovery Manager

The Recovery Manager is the module responsible for the durability of the database. It
keeps a log file using write-ahead logging (WAL), a recovery mechanism to ensure that
the BFIM (before image) of a data item is recorded in the appropriate log entry and that
the log entry is flushed to disk before the BFIM is overwritten with the AFIM (after
image) in the database on disk. The current WAL protocol is STEAL and NO-FORCE:

2

ROLLBACK is not still supported in Sparksee v4.8
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 STEAL: replacement, write before commit (the protocol allows writing an
updated buffer before the transaction commits). The advantage of steal is that it
avoids the need for a very large buffer space to store all updated pages in
memory.
 NO-FORCE: no write when commit, defer the updates. The advantage of no-force
is that an updated page of a committed transaction may still be in the buffer when
another transaction needs to update it, thus eliminating the I/O cost to read that
page again from disk.
When the recovery manager starts, first it checks if the log file is empty or if the first log
record is a CHECKPOINT. If not, it runs the UNDO-REDO recovery protocol, which:
 looks for all the valid log records (with consecutive transaction id)
 if the log does not end with a CHECKPOINT, then UNDO all the BFIM records of
the last transaction in backwards direction
 for all the other transactions, REDO all the AFIM records in forward direction
In the current version of Sparksee, all the log records (BFIM, AFIM and CHECKPOINT)
contain binary data and are of the same length (the buffer pool page size).

5.1.5. Querying
Sparksee is provided as an embeddable library with different API programming
interfaces such as Java, .NET (C#, …) and C++. The current Sparksee version does not
support a declarative language like SQL or SPARQL. The current API allows the
programmer to write applications that:






Creates and manages Sparksee instances (collections of databases)
Create and manage a Sparksee graph database
Configure Sparksee: license limits, file location, cache settings, log settings, etc…
Create and manage concurrent sessions into each graph database
Maintain the graph schema:
o node and edge types (labels),
o attributes (type restricted or global)
o constraints
o indexes, …
 Populate the graph:
o Using APIs: nodes, edges, attribute values
o With the bulk load capabilities (data loaders)
 Query the graph:
o select nodes and edges
o traverse relationships
o combine results
o invoke graph algorithms
o get histograms, …
 Back and restore the graph contents, and dump statistics
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5.1.6. Logging and Monitoring
Sparksee provides four different logging and monitoring methods:
5.1.6.1. Sparksee log

It is a plain text file which contains traces of the Sparksee activity. Each trace has the
timestamp, the module identifier, and a detailed description. The logging level can be
configured at startup as DEBUG (the most detailed), FINE, CONFIG, INFO, WARNING and
SEVERE (only for severe errors). Also, the logging can be enabled or disabled at runtime.
An example of a Sparksee log trace is:
2013-02-14 12:13:02.083|Sparksee[INFO] ** START ** 2013-02-14 12:13:02.083 Software version:
4.7.0
2013-02-14 12:13:02.084|Sparksee[CONFIG] Configuration [dex.license=#####-#####-#####-JRQVZ
dex.io.pool.frame.size=1extents dex.io.pool.persistent.minsize=64frames
dex.io.pool.persistent.maxsize=0frames dex.io.pool.temporal.minsize=16frames
dex.io.pool.temporal.maxsize=0frames dex.io.recovery.logfile='' dex.io.recovery=false
dex.io.recovery.cachesize=0extents dex.io.recovery.checkpointTime=60secs
dex.io.cache.maxsize=0MB dex.io.cache.inmemory=0dex.cache.statistics=false
dex.cache.statisticsFile='statistics.log' dex.cache.statisticsSnapshotTime=1000msecs
dex.storage.extentpages=1 dex.storage.extentsize=4KB
dex.storage.allocationsize=10extents dex.ha=false dex.ha.coordinators='' dex.ha.ip=''
dex.ha.sync=0secs dex.ha.master.history=86400secs xxx]
2013-02-14 12:13:02.084|Sparksee[INFO] Decoded license: Software version [4] Objects limit
[unlimited] Sessions limit [1000] Identifier [54] Expiration date [3/2013] HighAvailability [on]
2013-02-14 12:13:02.085|Sparksee[INFO] Scheduler started with 1 active threads.
2013-02-14 12:13:02.085|Storage[CONFIG] Configuration [dex.storage.extentpages=1
dex.storage.extentsize=4KB dex.storage.allocationsize=10extents]
2013-02-14 12:13:02.184|Cache[CONFIG] Initialization [physical=3720736KB free=3196448KB
max=798856frames] Extent [ size=4096 pages=1 pagesize=4088bytes]Log [ extents=256]
2013-02-14 12:13:02.184|GraphPool[FINE] Database build platform: endian=little-endian
word=64bits os=Linux
2013-02-14 12:13:02.186|Sparksee[INFO] GraphPool 'ql-test' has been opened at ../bind/qltest.dex
2013-02-14 12:13:02.186|Tx[DEBUG] Releasing a StructureMngr
2013-02-14 12:13:02.186|Tx[DEBUG] Releasing a Pool
2013-02-14 12:13:02.461|GraphPool[INFO] Closed../bind/ql-test.dex
2013-02-14 12:13:02.462|Sparksee[INFO] Scheduler stopped.
2013-02-14 12:13:02.462|Sparksee[INFO] ** SHUTDOWN ** 2013-02-14 12:13:02.462

5.1.6.2. Sparksee dump

The Sparksee dump API prints into a text file a complete set of statistics from the
Sparksee schema and data structures. Some of the statistics available are:
 Database size: real and allocated data pages
 Number of nodes and edges
 OidGenerator:
o Number of collections
o Data size
 For each node type:
o Name
o Id
o Number of nodes
o Data size
 For each edge type:
o Name
o Id
o Number of edges
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o Number of node tails and heads
o Number of outgoing and ingoing neighbor node
o Constraints: source and destination node types, …
o Data size
 For each attribute
o Name
o Id
o Datatype: int, double, string, boolean, timestamp, …
o Constraints: node type, …
o Indexing level: BASIC (disabled), UNIQUE and FULL
o Optional default value
o Total number of values
o Number of distinct values
o Number of null values
o Minimum and maximum value
o Data size
Data size reports, for each different type of structures (e.g. bitmap, map, string
dictionaries and auxiliary such as vectors):
 The number of elements (leafs, oids, vector units, strings, etc…)
 The real and allocated data pages
5.1.6.3. Sparksee statistics and metadata

Several Sparksee APIs provide metadata information and runtime statistics, such as:





DEXConfig class: returns configuration data
DatabaseStatistics class: returns different statistics of a given database
Database class: returns the name and the path
Graph class: returns
o Number of nodes
o Number of edges
o List of node/edge types
o Node/edge data
o List of attributes
o Attribute data
o Attribute statistics
o Attribute aggregates
o Attribute histogram
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5.1.6.4. Sparksee API traces

The Sparksee engine can be compiled in “trace” mode. When this compiler option is
enabled, the information of each API call is serialized into a memory buffer. This buffer
is flushed periodically into a binary file that can be later exported in plain text format, or
even reproduced using a Sparksee trace execution tool. For each API trace there is the
name of the function, the parameters, the results, and the start and end timestamp. An
example of this trace is:
Watermark 0xdec50000 / Version 2 / Initial time: 1324393436927198
Current thread: 0x4539720
54: Start Tracing
264: Begin function (3): Sparksee::Sparksee(const Configuration& config)
(void*) 0xb82e60
(VarSize: 88) ...
860: RETURN function
864: Begin function (4): bool_t Sparksee::Init()
(void*) 0xb82e60
1053: RETURN function
(bool) true
1069: Begin function (1): Sparksee::Create
(void*) 0xb82e60
(String) "macTest.dex"
(String) "macTest"
3190: RETURN function
(void*) 0xb86a70
3207: Begin function (12): Session* GraphPool::NewSession()
(void*) 0xb86a70
3292: RETURN function
(void*) 0xb84750
3305: Begin function (74): DbGraph* Session::GetDbGraph()
(void*) 0xb84750
3306: RETURN function
(void*) 0xb86e30
3319: Begin function (16): type_t Graph::NewNodeType(Tx* tx, const uchar_t* name)
(void*) 0xb86e30
(void*) 0xb84750
(String) "Test Node Type"
3689: RETURN function
(ulong_t) 2

5.1.7. High Scalability
Sparksee also comes with high-scalability features which enables multiple synchronized
replicas working together. To achieve this, several Sparksee slave databases work as
replicas of a single master graph database, as seen in Figure 13. Thus, read operations
can be performed locally on each node and write operations are replicated and
synchronized through the master.

Figure 20: Sparksee High Availability architecture
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The Sparksee master is responsible for receiving write requests from a slave and
redirecting them to the other slave instances. At the same time the master itself also
plays the role of a slave. Only a single node of the cluster can be configured to be the
master. The election of the master is automatically done by the coordinator service
when the system starts. The master also is in charge of the synchronization of write
operations with the slaves. To do this task it manages a history log where all writes are
serialized. The size of this log is limited, and it can be configured by the user.
Sparksee slaves are exact replicas of the master database; they can therefore locally
perform read operations on their own without requiring synchronization. For write
operations the synchronization with the master in order to preserve data consistency is
a must. These writes are eventually propagated from the master to other slaves.
Therefore, the result of a write operation is not immediately visible in all slaves. These
synchronizations are made by default during the next write operation, and there is an
optional polling to force synchronization that can be configured by the user.
The current Sparksee scalability solution does not support full high-scalability and
availability. In the case of failure of the master, it is not automatically replaced by one of
the slaves. Also, slaves are inconsistent while updates are propagated. Thus, the same
query executed concurrently in two different slaves could return different results.

5.2. Requirements for CoherentPaaS
5.2.1. Multi-versioning and Transactional Management
The first requirement of the holistic transactions in CoherentPaaS is that the data store
must keep a transactional context for each active transaction. This context contains
basically the transaction start timestamp that does not change during the whole lifetime
of the transaction until it is committed or rolled back. Sparksee has transactional
contexts associated to the Sparksee user sessions. Then the only required change is to
connect the scheduler manager to the CoherentPaaS local transaction manager (LTM) to
retrieve the start timestamp at the first read or update, and to store it into the session
context.
The most important challenge for Sparksee in the CoherentPaas project is multiversioning because the Sparksee data structures do not support it. The current version
of Sparksee only stores a single snapshot with all the updates but it is not possible to
retrieve older versions based on timestamps. Also, the intensive indexing of Sparksee,
with two tied key-values (from oid to a value, and from a value to a collection of oids),
makes even more complicated the multi-versioning of those structures. Two other
internal requirements for Sparksee have to be taken into account: first, Sparksee does
not store null values, and in the new solution null values must be also timestamped to
know when a key had value or not for a given timestamp; and second, Sparksee graphs
are going to be partitioned in a distributed set of structures, and the multi-versioning
solution must be designed according to this. Finally, to timestamp data it will be
necessary to propagate the transactional context from the session level to the storage
level.
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Once the data structures are timestamped, another requirement from holistic
transactions are how to retrieve the proper value of a key inside a transaction. Currently
Sparksee accesses directly to the data structures cached into the buffer pool, but this is
not enough. All updates of an active transaction will be stored temporarily in a reserved
data area of the transaction. Thus, a query operation must look first to this local cache
before checking into the global or persistent. While this combined lookup seems simple
for a key-value query, the reconstruction of a Sparksee bitmap that has been partially
modified by one or more update operations will be much more complex.
The transaction can finish with a commit or a rollback. In the first case, all local updates
must be transferred to the persistent storage, while in the rollback nothing has to be
done. The main requirement is the CoherentPaaS garbage collector, which will require of
special attention because it is a critical component executed frequently in a database
server with a very active concurrent workload. Thus, depending on the method selected
to guarantee an efficient garbage collector, the commit phase will be more expensive if
some extra information must be kept in the Sparksee data structures to run the garbage
collector; otherwise, other approaches such as two data areas, one with the most recent
timestamp for each value and another with the older timestamps, could make the
commit and garbage collector more efficient but will complicate the query resolution
with an extra lookup level.
Concurrency control is another important change for CoherentPaaS. Sparksee has a very
simple shared-exclusive synchronization mechanism that is not compatible with the
project requirement. Thus, the current scheduler must be replaced to remove the
current restrictions, and this affects also on how the Sparksee engine deals with
autocommit APIs and locking mechanisms. Also, conflict management will be a new
feature inside Sparksee. The current solution avoids conflicts because there is a single
writer, and the only conflict not still properly managed is the “lost update” problem.
Instead, conflict management in CoherentPaaS requires the creation of unique keys for
each modified value. In the case of Sparksee, metadata and schema are also values of
several Sparksee data structures that could be updated inside a transaction, and these
structures are managed in the same way as graph data. In some cases, the specialized
data structures will require a hierarchical conflict management system to avoid conflicts
in complex cases such as transactions that modify graph metadata (e.g. the oid
generator) as well as graph data (e.g. attribute values) at the same time.
Finally, recovery imposes new requirements to the Sparksee engine. First, it is necessary
to return the writeset of each transaction to the local transaction manager to allow
future recoveries in the case of failure. The current WAL logging method in Sparksee is
based in BFIM and AFIM physical pages. The writeset, the sequence of update operations
inside the transaction, is the equivalent of the AFIM pages, but it is not recommended to
return physical pages due to the overhead of data and the dependency of the physical
data representation. Thus, the first change in Sparksee is to have an hybrid WAL logging
where the BFIM pages will be still physical to guarantee the integrity of the graph
database, and the AFIM log entries will be the writeset of update operations. The
recovery mechanism in Sparksee will be updated to support this new REDO based on
writesets.
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5.2.2. Programming Interface
The cloud multi-datastore query language (CloudMdsQL), which allows the construction
of queries that retrieve data simultaneously from multiple data stores, access to these
data stores using two different methods: SQL or a proprietary query language. Currently
there is no a standard language for graph databases, and Sparksee 5.0 only supports a
basic API interface in different imperative languages such as Java, .NET or C++, that
cannot be embedded into CQL queries.

5.3. Design Changes and Improvements
5.3.1. Multi-versioning
Probably the most important challenge for Sparksee is multi-versioning and, in
particular, timestamping of values, because the basic Sparksee data structure, the LINK,
is a composition of two chained indices. One potential solution for timestamping in
Sparksee is detailed in this subsection, plus some examples and an analysis of potential
problems. Figure 21 shows an example of a sequence of nine operations in a Sparksee
link. These operations update the values for 7 different oids numbered from 1 to 7. After
the execution of the nine operations in sequence, the left link index contains the seven
oids mapped to three distinct values (‘A’, ‘B’ and ‘C’), while the right index map each
distinct value to all the oids that also map to it. An example of a query is to find all the
objects (oids) with value ‘A’: the result is {3,5,7}, as shown in the figure.

Figure 21: Sparksee updates without transactions
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If each operation is executed in a different transaction, each call will have a different
transaction id from T1 to T9. Assuming a sequential execution of transactions, it is
possible to add the timestamp to the key of the left index. Thus, for example, oid 1 will
have two versions or values for distinct instants: ‘A’ in T1 and ‘C’ in T2. A special case is
oid 4 that has a special NULL value (represented as ‘?’) after the DELETE operation in
T8, and the previous value ‘A’ is still accessible for older active transactions.

Figure 22: Sparksee links with timestamp in oid-values

Timestamps should be added also to the values to have different versions of the oid
collections at each timestamp. Now the timestamp is added to the key of the rightmost
index in the link, and the collections are copied and updated for each version of the
value. For example, after the execution of the nine operations there will be seven
versions of value ‘A’ with different collections of oids at each instant. The query of all
oids for value ‘A’ at the end (t9) is still {3,5,7} as expected, but in intermediate steps
(smaller timestamps) it will return a different collection.

Figure 23: Sparksee links with timestamps in value-oids

One of the problems in the previous solution for timestamped values is that their
collections must be copied at each change. In the case of very large collections, such as
adjacent nodes in a hub or all the people who has the same frequent value for an
attribute (e.g. gender, country, …), it is unaffordable to copy the whole collection at each
modification. A possible solution is to cluster the collections in chunks of fixed size, and
to add the cluster id to the key of the rightmost index. This practical solution is simple to
implement using a modulo function to find the cluster, and reduces the size of the copies
because only the modified clusters will be replicated, but it makes more complicated the
resolution of queries.
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Again with the example, now the retrieval of the oids with value ‘A’ in T6 is the union of
two clusters with different timestamps.

Figure 24: Sparksee links with timestamps in clustered collections of oids

Finally, the solution is still valid for link partitioning based on a hash function. In this
case, each partition can have partial replicas of the timestamped clusters with only the
subset of oids assigned to it. Back to the example, recovering the oids for value ‘A’ in T6
is now two sets of unions for clusters retrieved from different partitions, which is the
case of cluster (‘A’,1) that is split between the two partitions.

Figure 25: Sparksee partitioned links with timestamps

This timestamping approach has the minimum impact on the Sparksee structures and
affects more to the logical operations rather than to the current physical
implementation.
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5.3.2. Garbage Collector
The current Sparksee engine maintains a single snapshot of the current graph database
regardless the number of active transactions, but the CoherentPaaS architecture has two
new requirements related to multi-versioning: a specific local space for each active
transaction that stores all the updates done during the transaction, and an efficient
garbage collector that removes old versions of objects inside a range of timestamps. For
this, the expected change into the Sparksee storage and query mechanism is shown in
Figure 26:

Figure 26: Sparksee multiple data areas for multi-versioning

The LAST (or RECENT) area contains all the database objects with their last committed
timestamped. This is equivalent to the current Sparksee database storage. The OLD (or
PREVIOUS) area contains only objects with timestamps smaller than their LAST version
but not still removed by the garbage collector. Finally, the LOCAL TX area contains the
updates of a single transaction. LAST and OLD are persistent and stored in the graph
database file, while LOCAL is in-memory. This means also that the information for LAST
and OLD is suitable to be recovered in the case of failures, while LOCAL areas can be lost
because their changes have not been yet committed. The different processes that can be
executed are:
1. A new transaction creates a new LOCAL area
2. A LOOKUP of an object inside a transaction first looks for it at the LOCAL area of
the transaction to check if it has been already updated. If not, it looks at the LAST
area: if the object timestamp is the same as the transaction read timestamp, this
is the version. Otherwise, look inside the OLD are to check if there is a more
appropriate version of the object for this transaction
3. An UPDATE of an object only stores it inside the LOCAL area of the transaction
4. A COMMIT of the transaction updates into LAST all the modified objects in
LOCAL, and their previous versions in LAST are moved to OLD. Finally, LOCAL is
emptied.
5. A ROLLBACK only looks into OLD to check which versions should be removed,
and LOCAL is emptied.
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While LAST will contain the Sparksee data structures modified with timestamps, the
LOCAL and OLD areas probably will be hash tables with the objects values and
timestamps because they are much more small and volatile than LAST.

5.3.3. Writesets
Another requirement from CoherentPaaS are the transaction writesets than contain
enough information to REDO the transaction in the case of failure and recovery. This is
not available in the current version of Sparksee and it is going to be provided as an
extension for this project. In more detail, the following table contains all the operations
and parameters that will be returned inside Sparksee writesets:
Operation
NewNodeType
NewEdgeType
NewAttribute
IndexAttribute
SetAttributeDefault
RemoveType
RenameType
RemoveAttribute
RenameAttribute
NewNode
NewEdge
Drop
SetAttribute
StreamWrite

Parameters
Name
Name, Directed, Neighbors, FromTypeId, ToTypeId
TypeId, Name, Datatype, IndexingLevel
AttrId, IndexingLevel
AttrId, Value
TypeId
TypeId, Name
AttrId
AttrId, Name
TypeId
TypeId, Oid, Oid
Oid
Oid, AttrId, Value
Oid, AttrId, Append, Text
Table 2: Sparksee operations in writesets

Result
TypeId
TypeId
AttrId

Oid
Oid

Notice also that some of the operations specify also the expected result. This is because
Sparksee has a strong use of internal identifiers and it is necessary to force the recovery
system to return the same identifiers as in the original query because other operations
in the same writeset will expect these exact identifiers.

5.4. Programming Interfaces
The current version of Sparksee only supports an API interface for C++, Java and .NET
(e.g. C#). This means that all Sparksee programs are executable binaries compiled and
linked to the Sparksee runtime libraries. CoherentPaaS requires at least one query
method based on scripting or in a query language that can be executed inside the engine
in runtime. The first proposal for this project is to provide a scripting interface for the
Python language in two versions: 2.7 and 3.0. In a second step, at the end of the project,
is it expected also to provide a simple interface with a subset of SQL, SPARQL3 and
Cypher4 compiled and executed in runtime inside the Sparksee engine. As shown in the
following Figure, the three languages will be translated into a common intermediate
representation in the form of graph query patterns. These patterns will be compiled and
optimized to generate a Sparksee query plan.
3
4

http://www.w3.org/TR/sparql11-overview/
http://www.neo4j.org/learn/cypher
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Figure 27: Sparksee query language interfaces

5.5. Metadata, Statistics, Logging and Tracing
The information available from the different logging and tracing methods of Sparksee
(see 5.1.6) can be used in CoherentPaaS to provided metadata and statistics for the
cloud multi-datastore query engine as well as for tracing purposes.
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Conclusions

In general, the three no-SQL data stores face the same challenges for the CoherentPaaS
project, and the multi-versioning requirement will be the most important change into
the current implementations. Thus, all the data stores have a strong use of indexes
(trees) that will have to contain timestamped keys, and this implies an important change
in the way they are managing and querying data. Also, the three stores solve queries
directly over these indexes, and the holistic transactional management will require
different data areas for local updates and timestamped object reads. Moreover, the
garbage collector of outdated objects is an important challenge that is going to be solved
with different approaches such as lazy collectors or specific outdated data areas.
Related to transactions are the recovery capabilities. While each solution has a specific
recovery mechanism based on its own journaling or logging mechanism to store the
transaction modifications, the holistic transactional management in CoherentPaaS
requires writesets and the ability to recover from them.
Also, concurrency control is another important change for CoherentPaaS: two of the data
stores have a simple shared-exclusive synchronization mechanism that is not
compatible with the concurrency requirements of the project .
Instead, the programming interfaces are not an important concern, because all the data
stores have API that are already provided by scripting languages or can be easily
adapted to a scripting language or to a simple declarative language compiled in runtime.
Also, metadata and statistics for query resolution as well as logging are widely
supported by the three data stores and it will require only some re-engineering to adapt
them to the CoherentPaaS requirements.
Finally, while the scalability requirement for a cloud PaaS is well supported for two of
the existing technologies (document and key-value), it is going to be an important
challenge for the graph database because it has a centralized architecture that has to be
distributed to adapt to this requirement.
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